Transition radiation (TR) and diffraction radiation (DR) has widely been used for both electron beam diagnostics and generation of intense radiation beams in the millimeter and the submillimeter wavelength range. Recently, it was theoretically predicted that TR and DR properties change either at extremely high energies of electrons or at long radiation wavelengths. This phenomenon was called a prewave zone effect. We have performed the first observation and detailed investigation of the prewave zone effect in optical diffraction radiation at 1.28 GeV electron beam at the KEK-Accelerator Test Facility (KEK-ATF). The beam energy at KEK-ATF is definitely not the highest one achieved in the world. Since we could easily observe the effect, at higher energies it might cause serious problems. We developed and applied a method for prewave zone suppression valid for optical wavelengths. Furthermore, a method for prewave zone suppression applicable for longer radiation wavelengths is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Up-to-date transition radiation (TR) and diffraction radiation (DR) appearing when a charged particle moves through or passes nearby a medium has widely been used for both electron beam diagnostics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and generation of intense radiation beams in the millimeter and the submillimeter wavelength range [7] [8] [9] [10] . In spite of the fact that TR and DR have been intensively theoretically and experimentally investigated for over 50 years, recently it was theoretically predicted [11] that TR and DR spatialspectral properties change either at extremely high energies of electrons or at long wavelengths of the emitted radiation. This phenomenon was called the prewave zone effect (PWZ) . Afterwards, many scientists have performed rigorous theoretical investigation of the PWZ effect in TR phenomenon [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
A field of emitted radiation is usually considered in two zones: near-field zone and far-field zone. The near-field zone is considered at the distance from the source comparable to its transverse dimensions. This definition is frequently used for laser radiation. In this case the theoretical models have the most general as well as the most complicated representations. The far-field zone is an approximation, which might be used at comparatively large distances from the source. In laser physics the far-field zone is frequently considered at the distance from the source much larger than its transverse dimensions. In this case the theoretical consideration is significantly simplified, e.g., the radiation field in the far-field zone can be considered as a Fourier transform of the radiation source, i.e., Fraunhofer diffraction.
However, this determination of the far-field zone is not valid for radiation emitted by a source induced by a relativistic charged particle. The radiation emitted by the source has an intrinsic angular divergence of order of ÿ1 , where is the charged particle Lorentz factor. The effective radiation source size is defined as =2 (see, for instance, [17] ). In order to obey the far-field approximation, the radiation source size should be much smaller than the radiation spatial distribution at the observation plane, i.e.
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Here is the radiation wavelength and L is the distance from the source to the observation plane. Using Eq. (1), one can formulate the PWZ condition:
From Eq. (2), the PWZ is the distance from the source much larger than its transverse dimensions, but not large enough to apply the far-field approximation (i.e. PWZ is in between the near-field and far-field zones). It is clear that the PWZ effect becomes severe at extremely high energies. For example, for SLAC final focus test beam (FFTB) energy of 30 GeV [1] ( 60 000) and an optical wavelength 500 nm, the far-field approximation should be used at the distance of a few kilometers, which is very difficult to achieve in practice. Furthermore, the PWZ effect can be significant at moderate relativistic energies, if the radiation wavelength of interest is too long. For example, for a 50 MeV electron beam and 1 mm radiation wavelength, according to Eq. (1) the far-field approximation can be used at the distance L > 10 m.
The first observation of the PWZ effect in optical transition radiation (OTR) was presented in [18] . The authors presented some broadening of the OTR spatial distribution for two different wavelengths. The experimental results were in good agreement with the theoretical expectations. However, there was a weak doubt about if they had really observed the PWZ effect. Our theoretical considerations made us believe that a certain target deformation might lead to a similar behavior of the OTR spatial distribution. For example, in [19] it was clearly shown that TR or DR in the PWZ at the distance, L, from the detector have similar characteristics as the radiation in the far-field zone (targetto-detector distance tends to infinity) from a concave (or convex) target with curvature radius, R.
Therefore, we needed an alternative confirmation about the PWZ existence. Furthermore, the PWZ effect in optical diffraction radiation (ODR) was expected as well. The theory predicted some specific peculiarities of the ODR spatial characteristics, which are absent in the far-field zone. A detailed investigation of ODR properties could give a lot of information about the PWZ effect and problems related to it.
We have performed the first observation and detailed investigation of the PWZ effect in ODR at 1.28 GeV electron beam of KEK-Accelerator Test Facility [20] . We have measured OTR in the PWZ and confirmed the characteristics presented in [18] .
We have also developed and applied a method for PWZ suppression valid for optical wavelengths. The theory predicted that, by putting the detector in the back focal plane of a focusing lens, the PWZ effect should disappear. Moreover, according to [19] all DR models developed in [21] [22] [23] [24] should be valid.
Furthermore, a method for prewave zone suppression applicable for longer radiation wavelengths is discussed.
II. DIFFRACTION RADIATION IN THE PREWAVE ZONE
Diffraction radiation (DR) appears when a charged particle moves in the vicinity of a medium (target). The field of passing particle interacts with the target's surface inducing currents changing in time. Those currents give rise in radiation. The DR photon yield becomes significant and easily detectable if the impact parameter, h (the shortest distance between the target and the particle trajectory), is smaller than the effective electron field radius:
In this case the electron does not directly interact with the target medium. It excludes multiple scattering of the incident particle on the electron shells of the medium atoms. It precludes both the target damage due to the ionization heating process and the worsening of the electron beam parameters. That is what makes the DR phenomenon very interesting.
The PWZ theory has been considered in many papers [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 19] . In this chapter we introduce the theoretical approach used for calculating the DR characteristics and for their comparison with experimental results. General formulas and the most important DR characteristics in both the prewave and far-field zones are described.
A. General formulas
Classic DR theory is based on Huygen's principle of diffraction of light [17] . The particle field is introduced as a superposition of the pseudophoton fields. When the particle passes nearby a flat screen, the pseudophotons are scattered from it converting into real ones, and propagate in the direction of specular reflection.
The calculation geometry is represented in Fig. 1 . An electron moving rectilinearly and with constant velocity transverses a screen plane through a rectangular hole L = L +f Here x s and y s are the coordinates of the target surface; and are the coordinates of the lens surface; x and y are the detector coordinates; L 1 is the distance from the target to the lens; f is the lens focus, L L 1 f is the distance from the target to the detector; x;y are the radiation propagation angles measured from the specular reflection direction, a in and a out are the slit and screen dimensions along the y-axis, respectively. In the paper we also use the slit and screen dimensions in the perpendicular direction along the x-axis named as b in and b out , respectively. placed perpendicular to the particle trajectory. In fact in our experiment the target is placed at a 45 deg angle with respect to the electron trajectory; however, a detailed analysis shows that, as long as the target tilt angle is much larger than 1=, the characteristics of DR propagating in the direction of specular reflection are not significantly different from a perpendicular case. In order to simplify the mathematical part of the paper, we shall use a perpendicular geometry and make all necessary links to the tilted target.
Throughout the paper the system of units @ m e c 1 is used.
A general form of the DR field from an electron moving in the vicinity of a screen can be represented as 
Here the indices x and y represent the horizontal and vertical polarization components, ' kjrj is the phase advance of the waves propagating from the target to the detector, r is the distance from an arbitrary radiation point on the target to an arbitrary point in the detector plane [see Fig. 1 
Here e is the electron charge and K 1 is the McDonald function (or modified Bessel function). In Eq. (4) the double integral defines the dimensions and configuration of the screen.
The phase advance, ', is determined by the time that photons need to reach the detector [see Fig. 1(a) ]. Therefore, the phase term in Eq. (4) can be written as
This is the most general representation that includes a near-field effect. Assuming that the detector is placed at a distance much larger than the radiation source size determined by the effective electron field radius, we can use a series expansion and significantly simplify the phase term
Here we omitted the phase terms independent of the integrals. One may see that the second term is responsible for the Fraunhofer diffraction. The first term is the first order Fresnel correction to the Fraunhofer diffraction theory. If the first term is negligibly small, the Eq. (7) represents a pure Fraunhofer diffraction case, i.e., the far-field approximation.
Let us consider the first term in Eq. (7) . From the physical aspects of the DR process, we know that the amplitude of the elementary sources on the target surface at the distance much larger than the effective electron field radius is very small. That means that we can consider the range x s , y s < =2. Therefore, the condition for the farfield approximation can be represented in the following form [19] :
One may see that the condition (8) fully coincides with Eq. (2) , that confirms its validity. If the condition represented by Eq. (8) is fulfilled, then one can consider the DR process in the far field. In this case the mathematical representation is significantly simplified ( [21] [22] [23] [24] , and references therein).
The purpose of this work is to investigate the DR characteristics inside the prewave zone. In order to calculate the DR differential spatial-spectral distribution per unit photon energy and per unit angular interval including the PWZ effect, one should substitute Eq. (4) together with Eqs. (5) and (7) into
Here d dxdy=L 2 is the unit angular interval. One should keep in mind that d d x d y is valid in the farfield only. Moreover, in the far field Eq. (9) becomes a differential spectral-angular distribution, i.e., the angles of photon emission coincide with the observation angles.
The PWZ effect can be significantly suppressed or even rejected if the detector is placed in the back focal plane of a focusing lens [see Fig. 1(b) ]. The expression for the DR field in the back focal plane of a lens can be written as (see, for instance, [19] 
Here ' s kjr s j is the phase advance of the photons propagating from the target to the lens, ' d kjr d j is the phase advance of the photons propagating from the lens to the detector, and ' l is the phase defining the time delay caused by the lens. All these three phase terms can be represented in the following form: 
The phase term, ' l , is presented in a thin lens approximation. One should know that in the approach presented in this paper the optical axis of the lens coincides with the electron beam trajectory. However, in reality an electron beam has finite transverse dimensions. In this case some part of the beam electrons has offsets with respect to the optical axis. Nevertheless, for a thin lens approximation and for the detector placed in lens focus, those offsets do not cause any difference and can be forgotten. This approximation is valid in our case because the distances in our experiment are much larger than the cross section of the DR light beam at any location of the optical system. Substituting Eq. (11) in (10) and omitting the phase terms independent of the integrals, the DR field at the detector [see Fig. 1 
The last two integrals in Eq. (12) define the lens shape and take into account the diffraction of DR light on the lens of finite dimensions. According to [19] , one can apply an infinite lens approximation, if the following condition is fulfilled:
Here R l is lens radius. In this case the expression (12) can be significantly simplified:
One may see that Eq. (14) represents the DR field in the form similar to the far-field (Fraunhofer diffraction) case. By making the following substitution,
One can derive models used in [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] to calculate DR characteristics in the far-field zone. Equation (14) demonstrates that a thin lens can remove the PWZ effect.
In order to calculate spatial-spectral characteristics of DR in a back focal plane of a lens, one should use an expression similar to Eq. (9):
Here d dxdy=f 2 is the unit angular interval measured in the space behind the lens [see Fig. 1(b) ].
One should say that in a real experimental situation chromatic aberrations in a lens might introduce an additional systematic error. In order to minimize that, one should choose the lens focus to be much larger than the transverse dimensions of the radiation spot on the lens surface. In this case the chromatic aberrations can be neglected.
B. Far-field transition (TR) and diffraction (DR) radiation properties
The far-field DR as a possible tool for noninvasive electron beam diagnostics has been considered in detail during the past few years [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . An expression for radiation field in far-field zone can be represented in the following way:
This expression can be easily derived using Eqs. (4) and (7) by applying the far-field condition (8) . Here x;y arctanx; y=L x; y=L.
The integral in the Eq. (17) defines the target profile. By choosing infinite integral limits, one can derive a wellknown expression for the backward TR field from a charged particle crossing an infinite boundary between vacuum and a medium:
Applying Eq. (9), we have TR spectral-angular distribution
Here is the fine structure constant. Figure 2 (a) represents a three-dimensional TR angular distribution. Actually the most popular TR angular distribution is an azimuthally symmetric (''crater''-like) one. However, that is only valid for either a perfectly conducting target material or for a normal particle incidence. One may see that the TR has an azimuthal asymmetry in Fig. 2(a) . The reason is that, if the target is tilted with respect to the electron trajectory, the Fresnel reflection coefficients (that take into account the medium properties [26, 27] ) for vertical and horizontal polarization components might be significantly different. The difference is determined by the target tilt angle, the radiation wavelength, and the target material. This phenomenon was clearly observed in [28] . As it is described in the next section, our target is a silicon wafer covered with gold; therefore, all calculations in the theoretical part of the paper are performed for a gold target.
Integrating Eq. (17) from ÿ1 to 1 over x s , from ÿ1 to ÿa in =2 a s , and from a in =2 a s to 1 over y s [where a in and a s are the slit size (see Fig. 1 ) and the offset of the electron trajectory with respect to the slit center, respectively], one may obtain an expression for two polarization components of DR spectral-angular distribution generated by a charged particle moving through a slit between two semiplanes [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] :
Equation (20) represents DR spectral-angular distribution for a case when the particle trajectory is perpendicular to the target plane. According to [22] , for a tilted case (if the target tilt angle is 1=) DR and TR distribution remain unchanged, except the angles x and y should be measured from the mirror reflection direction and the a in is an effective slit size (the real slit size is determined as a a in = sin 0 , where 0 is the target tilt angle measured from the electron trajectory).
DR three-dimensional angular distribution is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . This distribution has been measured experimentally and presented in [28, 29] . The DR maximum intensity is comparable to the TR one. However, the most important far-field DR characteristics are represented in Fig. 3 . One may see that if the electron moves off center of the slit the intensity increases because the particle moves closer to one of the target edges, but the distribution itself remains symmetric. That is because the distance from target to the observation point is large enough to accomplish the interference of the radiation produced at different parts of the target.
One may notice that Eq. (14) is similar to Eq. (17) used for the derivation of the far-field equations (18)- (20) . That means that if the detector is placed in the back focal plane of a lens all DR and TR properties should be the same as in the far-field approach. In this case the angular variables should be x;y arctgx; y=f x; y=f. The most important thing to know is that Eq. (14) is independent of distance from the target to the lens.
In the next section we describe both the basic TR and DR properties in the prewave zone and the problems related to it. 
C. Transition and diffraction radiation properties in the prewave zone
The prewave zone (PWZ) effect in the TR phenomenon was predicted theoretically in [14] . Later it was observed experimentally in [18] . We assumed that the PWZ effect in the DR phenomenon could be similar or even more severe.
The TR field generated by a charged particle passing through a rectangular conducting screen in the PWZ can be obtained by substituting Eq. (7) in (4) Here a out and b out are outer target dimensions (see Fig. 1) ; a s and b s are the offsets of the electron trajectory with respect to the target center along the y-axis and the x-axis, respectively. In order to avoid the effect of finite target dimensions, in Eq. (21) the following condition should be fulfilled:
This is the approximation of an infinite boundary. Substituting Eq. (21) in (9), we can calculate TR spectral-spatial characteristics in the PWZ. The calculation results are represented in Fig. 4 . Figure 4 (a) represents the TR spatial distribution in the far-field zone (L 2 =2), which coincides with the distribution calculated with Eq. (19) and shown in Fig. 2(a) . However, if the distance from target to detector is comparable to or smaller than the parameter 2 =2, one may see a serious broadening of the TR spatial distribution [see Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]. Inside the PWZ the photon density is no longer inversely proportional to the squared distance from the source. Moreover, for higher electron beam energy the PWZ distance is longer. Figure 5 (a) represents 2D TR distributions calculated for different distances and Fig. 5(b) shows the interpeak distance of the TR spatial distribution as a function of the target-to-detector distance. Since the distance, L, is represented in relative units, one can point out a region related to the optical wavelength range. In contrast to the far-field approach, the TR in the PWZ has an additional wavelength dependence that can be easily detected in an experiment. Furthermore, the interpeak distance in the far-field zone or in the back focal plane of a lens should be constant and equal to 2 ÿ1 . This phenomenon in the incoherent part of the radiation spectrum was clearly observed in [18] . We have also begun our series of experiments with measurements of TR in the optical wavelength range, in order to confirm the results of [18] before starting DR measurements, which was expected to have a more complicated behavior.
The DR field generated by a charged particle passing through a rectangular opening in a rectangular screen in the PWZ can be calculated using well-known Babinet's principle. Applying Eq. One Figure 6 represents the DR spatial distribution in the PWZ. One may see that as well as TR the DR distribution is also broader inside the PWZ. As well as TR, DR spatial distribution has a similar dependence as a function of the radiation wavelength or as a function of the target-to-detector distance. However, that is not the only peculiarity. If the electron passes through the center of the slit, one may see a symmetric distribution along the x-axis or the y-axis [ Fig. 6(a) ]. If there is an offset of the electron trajectory with respect to the slit center, a strong asymmetry appears, which is absent in the far-field zone (see, for instance, Fig. 3) . Moreover, it becomes stronger while the offset increases. These DR radiation properties appear in the PWZ, where the distance from the source is not large enough, and interference from two halves of the target is not accomplished. If the offset, b s , along the x-axis is also different from zero, the DR pattern has a lot more complicated structure. Figure 7 (a) illustrates the DR spatial distribution in the plane x 0 calculated for a few electron trajectory offsets with respect to the slit center. The asymmetry of the distribution can be calculated in the following manner:
Here I l max and I r max are the left and right maxima of the DR spatial distribution. The asymmetry as a function of the offset is represented in Fig. 7(b) . One should notice that the asymmetry becomes stronger at shorter wavelengths, at higher electron energy, or at smaller target-to-detector distances. Figure 7 (b) was calculated for an optical wavelength. The asymmetry reaches 40% that should be possible to measure in an experiment.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiment was carried out at KEK-Accelerator Test Facility (ATF). The ATF consists of a photocathode RF gun, an 80 MeV preinjector linac, a 1.28 GeV S-band linac, a transport line, a damping ring, and an extraction line. KEK-ATF is a world's unique facility, which is one of the most appropriate machines for testing different accelerator techniques and technologies [20] . It has an extremely low emittance and high brightness beam, which is required by the future Linear Collider project. The parameters of extracted electron beam are introduced in Table I .
Our experimental setup was installed at the diagnostics section of the ATF extraction line. The experimental layout is represented in Fig. 8 . The experimental setup was initially constructed as an ODR monitor for beam size measurements. It was well described in [5, 28, 29] . Here we briefly overview the main components of the ODR monitor and describe all modifications of the system we made for the prewave zone effect study.
The setup consists of a target vacuum chamber (ODR chamber), laser alignment system, and detector module. The target chamber design is based on the wire scanner used at KEK-ATF for beam size, emittance, dispersion, and jitter measurements [20] . It consists of a vacuum chamber, target holder mounted at 45 deg with respect to the electron beam trajectory on a stage of remotely controlled pulse step motor. The linear gauge of the motor is <0:5 m.
The target was a silicon wafer plate coated with gold. The plate has a 5 mm 0:26 mm hole made by chemical etching. Since the horizontal hole width is much larger than the electron field radius treated as =2, the target can be considered as a slit between two semiplanes. Furthermore, two halves of the target are not completely separated. Because of that two parts of the target are naturally coplanar. The target parameters are listed in Table II . The target configuration was described in [28] . Figure 9 represents the Fresnel reflection coefficients of gold calculated using [26, 27] for optical wavelength range and 45 incidence angle. Namely, these values for reflection coefficients were used for ODR calculation and comparison with the experiment.
The detector module is represented in Fig. 10 . As a detector we applied a highly sensitive cooled CCD camera system. The CCD parameters are listed in Table III . The CCD sensitivity as a function of wavelength is represented in Fig. 11 .
In front of the CCD we installed a vertical stage to hold a polarizer, an optical filter, and a focusing lens. All those components can be easily removed or replaced when necessary. We used an optical lens with f 200 mm and 400 mm in diameter. The lens-to-CCD distance was set to be 200 2 mm, which is exactly the focal distance of the lens. Four optical filters were used in our experiment. The filter characteristics and Fresnel reflection coefficients for gold target are represented in Table IV. The total distance from target to CCD sensor was L 440 mm. For the wavelength range determined by our optical filters, the distance corresponds to L 1:24 0:72 2 =2. According to the theoretical approach presented in the previous chapter, this distance range corresponds to a strong PWZ. The alignment system consists of a laser system, a vacuum mirror, and two screen monitors. The laser system consists of a laser stage, a He-Ne cw laser, a spatial filter, and a focusing lens. Changing the distance between the spatial filter and the lens, one may focus the laser at any point of the experimental setup (screen monitors, target, detector).
The vacuum mirror reflects the laser light along the beam line. We can observe the laser spot and electron beam spot at two screen monitors situated upstream and downstream of our target. If the laser position and electron beam position at those screens do not coincide, the laser direction can be corrected using precise adjustment screws of the laser stage. When the laser alignment system is tuned up, we low down the target; and reflecting the laser light from it, we can align all optical components of the detector module. The first experiment has shown that the alignment system accuracy is smaller than ÿ1 0:4 mrad, which is quite enough for our purposes.
A bending magnet situated 8 m upstream of our target was the main source of the synchrotron radiation (SR) background. In order to avoid SR background we set up a SR mask about 0.3 m upstream of our target. The mask performance has been described in details in [29] . The mask itself is a 20 mm 20 mm ceramic plate with a 1 mm 2 mm hole in it. This hole was big enough to let the electron beam go through without producing any significant ODR photons. Since the SR source is 8 m away, the SR spot in the vicinity of the target surface is rather large, and, therefore, the mask cuts off the dominant part of the SR background photons.
The mask chamber was mounted on a two-dimensional moving stage in order to adjust the mask position with respect to the electron beam. When the electron beam moves through the mask material it produces hard bremsstrahlung photons. Those photons were detected by an AirCherenkov counter installed downstream our target. Since the Air-Cherenkov detector registers very high-energy photons ( > 20 MeV), the response from it strongly de- pends on the number of particles directly interacting with the mask material. By measuring the photon yield as a function of the mask position, we could determine the mask hole center and let the electron beam go through it.
In a similar way we determined the ODR target position. A typical dependence of the bremsstrahlung photons as a function of the target position is represented in Fig. 12 .
One may see that the dependence shown in Fig. 12 is asymmetric. The reason is that the target has oblique edges. A detailed description of the target design was represented in [28] . By making a linear fit of two straight sections, one may determine the slit size and its center with respect to the beam line.
We also have a 10 m tungsten wire mounted on the target holder for vertical beam size measurements. The measurement results are represented in the next chapter.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to achieve a success in our experiment, we optimized the electron beam optics using SAD code [30] . The purpose was to minimize the distortion of the OTR spatial distribution due to large transverse electron beam size that results in smoothing of the OTR pattern. The OTR radiation has an intrinsic angular divergence of order of ÿ1 . In order to minimize the distortion, the beam size should obey the following inequality:
A similar distortion might be expected in the ODR spatial distribution together with the beam size effect considered in [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and measured in [5] .
The SAD calculations are demonstrated in Fig. 13 (open  circles) , where the horizontal scale is the wire scanner number at the ATF extraction line. The ODR chamber is located between the third and the fourth ones. The predicted beam sizes at the ODR target location were x 30 m and y 4 m.
The vertical beam size profile measured with the 10 m tungsten wire installed in the ODR chamber is represented in Fig. 14 . The beam size determined from the Gaussian fit is bigger than the predicted one but it is small enough for our purposes. The difference between the calculation and measurements depends on how well the ATF damping ring is tuned up. It also depends on the electron beam charge since the intrabeam scattering effect was not taken into account in the calculations.
Unfortunately, we do not have a horizontal wire in the ODR chamber. However, we measured the horizontal beam size with five wire scanners in the extraction line situated lowed us to conclude that the horizontal beam size is also small enough. One should say that, minimizing the transverse beam size, the beam angular divergence increases proportionally. It also might cause additional distortion of the OTR (ODR) spatial distribution. However, the ATF beam emittance is so small, that for our beam sizes the electron beam divergence is still much smaller than ÿ1 , i.e., the smoothing of the radiation pattern is negligible.
A. OTR measurements in the PWZ
We started our experiment from observation of OTR spatial distribution. OTR phenomenon is well experimentally and theoretically studied, because of that we used OTR characteristics to verify our optical system and check any backgrounds interfering with later ODR measurements. Figure 15 demonstrates an OTR spatial distribution directly observed with the CCD camera. It is obvious that the OTR spatial distribution measured in the back focal plane of a lens [ Fig. 15(b) ] is by factor of 2 narrower, than the one measured without the lens [ Fig. 15(a) However, according to the theoretical approach presented in Sec. II in the far-field zone, the spatial distributions measured with and without the lens should be exactly the same with the peak intensity at the polar angle of order of 1=. The PWZ effect results in broadening of the OTR spatial distribution, which is clearly seen in Fig. 15(a) .
It is well known that the OTR spatial distribution is radially polarized. Therefore, as it was discussed in Sec. II, we can always represent the OTR spatial distribution as a sum of vertical and horizontal polarization components. The vertical polarization component was measured in the experiment by means of installing a polarizer in the optical path. The measured spatial distribution of the OTR vertical polarization component is represented in Fig. 16 .
The theory also predicted a wavelength dependence of the OTR spatial distribution width (see, for instance, Fig. 5 ). Therefore, we have performed investigation of OTR spectral characteristics. Figure 17 illustrates the OTR spatial distribution measured with 450 nm optical filter.
One may see that the OTR distribution measured without the lens is about 2 times broader than the distribution measured with the lens. A similar broadening was observed in the previous experiment [18] . However, there was a weak doubt that the observed phenomenon was the prewave zone effect, because a certain target deformation might result in a similar broadening of the OTR spatial distribution. However, in the far-field zone a focusing lens should not change the OTR spatial distribution in the chosen angular units if the detector is in the back focal plane of the lens even in case of a deformed target. Moreover, the experiment and theory represented in Figs. 17(e) and 17(f) agree very well. Therefore, we conclude that the broadening of the OTR pattern is caused by the PWZ effect. Figure 18 (a) depicts the two-dimensional OTR spatial distribution measured with two different optical filters. Obviously the OTR distributions are different and in good agreement with the theoretically predicted ones represented in Fig. 18(b) . The interpeak distance of the OTR spatial distribution measured with four optical filters is represented in Fig. 19 dicted by the theory is obvious. Moreover, the black circles in Fig. 19 demonstrate that, if the detector is placed in the back focal plane of the lens, the wavelength dependence disappears, i.e., the optical lens suppresses the PWZ effect.
B. Observation of the PWZ effect in the ODR phenomenon
The key goal of the experiment was to observe and investigate the PWZ effect in ODR phenomenon. One should mention that all measurements in this chapter were performed with 550 nm optical filter. Moreover, in order to avoid significant SR contribution in the horizontal polarization component, we measured the ODR vertical polarization component only. Namely, the vertical polarization component of ODR carries the most valuable information. an additional peculiarity, i.e., it significantly depends on the electron beam trajectory offset with respect to the slit center. Figure 21 shows two ODR spatial distributions measured for two different offsets. One may see that, if the electron beam does not move through the center of the target's slit, an asymmetry appears. Figure 22 demonstrates projections of ODR vertical polarization components onto the y 0 plane. The measurement results are in good agreement with calculations presented in the theoretical Sec. II. It is clear that the asymmetry increases when increasing the offset. The ODR in the far-field zone does not have this kind of peculiarity. Afterwards we installed the focusing lens into the optical system in order to check it.
According to the theory, if the detector is placed in the back focal plane of the lens the ODR characteristics should be the same as in the far-field zone. The results of the measurements with lens are represented in Fig. 23 . One may see that the asymmetry almost disappeared. On the other hand when the lens is on, the intensity in the ODR distribution minimum increases with respect to the maximal intensity when shifting the electron beam trajectory with respect to the slit center, as it should be in the far-field zone (see Fig. 3 ). It happens because some part of the electron beam moves closer to one of the target edges. One should say that the beam moves at larger distance from the other edge. However, the contribution from the closer particles surpasses the contribution from the distant ones.
These characteristics have been already observed before by us in the far-field zone [5] . In this paper we represent the first observation of the ODR spatial distribution in the extreme PWZ but with far-field characteristics. through the mask hole and reflected from the target. By changing the position of target, its reflecting surface is changed, and, therefore, the amount of reflected SR is also changed. This discrepancy might be changed by adjusting the mask position with respect to the beam. However, it cannot be completely eliminated. Nevertheless, it is possible to minimize the SR contribution for the case when the electron beam is centered in the slit.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we represented observation and detailed investigation of the PWZ effect in optical transition (OTR) and diffraction (ODR) radiation phenomena.
We have confirmed results of the PWZ observation in OTR phenomenon performed in [18] , i.e., we observed the broadening of the OTR spatial distribution and the width dependence on wavelength. The experiment is in good agreement with the theory.
We have demonstrated the first observation of the PWZ effect in the ODR phenomenon. ODR has specific peculiarity, i.e., dependence of its spatial distribution on the electron beam trajectory offset with respect to the slit center. We clearly observed the asymmetry predicted by the theory.
We have also demonstrated that if the detector is placed in the back focal plane of a focusing lens the PWZ effect can be eliminated. That is a good advantage of the method. The beam energy at KEK-ATF is definitely not the highest one achieved in the world. Since we could easily observe the PWZ effect, at higher energies it might cause serious problems. In our previous experiment [5, 23] , we increased the distance from target to detector in order to obey the farfield approximation. It was necessary in order to perform the beam size measurements. At the same time we complicated the optical system alignment that involved additional error in the experiment. For higher energy accelerators, the method of increasing the distance might not be suitable. For example, at SLAC FFTB (30 GeV beam), the far-field approximation requires the target-todetector distance to be as long as 1800 meters, which is practically impossible to achieve.
By putting the detector in the back focal plane of a lens it is possible to eliminate the PWZ effect and use all far-field methods [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] for beam diagnostics.
Beam size measurement was not the purpose of this paper. It will be considered in a later more proper one. However, the experimental setup described here is a good basis for a noninvasive single shot transverse beam size measurement because the optical system is much simpler than the one we used in our previous works [5, 28, 29] . That means that the setup performance, tuning, and alignment are much simpler, which excludes a possibility to introduce additional systematic errors into the experimental results.
In [31] the authors demonstrated the first measurement of a so-called ''near-field'' ODR. In spite of the fact that in their case the detector was placed in the extreme PWZ, it was very difficult to observe the PWZ effect because they used an imaging optical system to measure the ODR spot on the target surface. In their case the PWZ effect must cause the single particle spatial distribution distortion due to the light diffraction on the finite aperture of the optical system. Unfortunately, the authors did not make any estimation on this matter. They used a very simplified model that completely excludes the diffraction phenomenon. A good consistency between the experiment and the theory presented in this paper demonstrates a possibility to perform quantitative estimations for the ODR spatial distribution variations in the experiment presented in [31] .
Finally, one should say that the method for PWZ effect suppression is suitable for optical wavelength only. However, the transition and diffraction radiation spectral ranges are very broad. DR in the millimeter and the submillimeter wavelength range has been intensively studied for longitudinal electron beam profile characterization. In this case it is might be possible to use concave (paraboloidal) targets (see, for instance, [19, 32] ). This method was successfully applied in the experiment [33] . 
